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I have a dream........
I remember a childhood nightmare and I have the interpretation! I am in a vast white expanse. A blank screen is suddenly invaded
by a black jangling angry line that scribbles itself furiously across the space. It jumps at me and recedes again, thickens and
squeezes out all white spaces and dances threateningly until all is blacked out. It recedes and advances repeatedly until I wake,
exhausted by the threat.
I remember sitting on the rough hearth rug of the coal-fired dining room of my grandparents’ northern England terrace house.
Grandpa patiently untangles and winds the mass of coloured knotted nylon ribbons into individually tight and perfectly formed
geometric patterned ostrich egg-shaped balls. He prides himself on the order and beauty of each creation in his architecturally
gifted and skilful hands. I watch the rhythmic movements and simultaneous activity of Grandma knitting the combined threads into
brightly striped coat-hanger covers.
I know I am called to recover beauty, strike resonance and bring order from entangled dreams and purpose.
I have been liberated from intimidation; all knotty setbacks have been positively worked out. I am supernaturally gifted in untangling
confusion, chaos, deception and disorder, hearing from God naturally for myself and others and imparting wisdom with prophetic
clarity.
I write and create inspirational media that can disarm the antagonistic, soften the cold heart and kindle a flame of conviction and joy
in the discouraged. I skilfully lead my reader who may not even know their heart condition to a place of recognition and
insight. Writing compelling and unfolding storylines I help people find knowledge, wisdom and understanding. I facilitate deep
calling to deep - creative acts of writing and multi-media that bring glory, honour and expression of a God given artistic authentic
purpose.
My insights interpret principles, patterns and precepts. Through description of experience, imagination and metaphor I enable
others to recognise and express their own deeply felt yearnings or unexpressed passions. This brings them into spiritual discovery,
momentum and growth.
I am part of a team who bring their respective gifting and synergy to a shared ministry/service in such a way that everyone is
released from sub optimal performance and into engaged, effective artistry. In particular they are people who implement business
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flair and bring to life creative interactive teaching and learning resources. I see a range of products and applications designed to
integrate and embed Christian discipleship principles into everyday life, work, education and leisure. This is a brand with infinite
and exponential potential for a hungry market at a time of famine for the Word of God. I am poised along with these partners for
such a time as this and our products simultaneously deliver personal and global impact as one catalyst in a far reaching
transforming cultural revolution of Kingdom life.
I will share these endeavours with a loving soulmate of high calibre character, kindness and perceptivity who I can lean on with
confidence and support with generosity

My overarching Purpose or Melody line is

“disentangling genius from frustration to expressive liberty”

This then is to whom, what and where the vision relates, you could call it my niche!

My Tribe: Those who matter most to me.
The disenfranchised, frustrated, devalued, oppressed and sabotaged who crave fulfilment
(A continuum of those who are slighted/misunderstood to those who are abused)

My Cause: Product, service, message, idea.
Clarity, liberty from ignorance, confusion, deception or active resistance
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My Space: My intentional cultural experience
Safety, relief and contrast, colour, enrichment, depth and inspiration
Transparency, privilege and honour
Unconditional acceptance and empathy

So here are my five Unifying Strategies for Disentangling Genius from frustration to expressive liberty

Five Strategies for

Description

Productive Action
(Implementation)

“Seasonal and cyclical
momentum in life in an
ever increasing upward
spiral of development”

Attaining and advancing
a balanced and growing
commitment to whole
person development,
spirit, soul and body in
myself and others

Daily devotion/
direction/reflection
Weekly Journal
Community fellowship/
service/ministry weekly,
particularly making disciples.

Being a self-leader,
leader, and thoughtleader
Reflective, evaluative
and planning processes
built into lifestyle

Have a personal coach

Mastery in The Art of Living

RYTHYM

∞

It is called the
FLOW OF FRUITION

Outcome or Activity
(Scorecard for Significance)

Release more time to write to 20
to 40% over next year.

POP

Lead Life group (prayer
4) Disciple one person
fortnightly (VB)
Weekly service
Plan weLoveDN
Build team weLoveDN

Refresh POP at each
month end
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∞

Shared endeavours with
a loving soulmate of
high calibre character,
kindness and
perceptivity who I can
lean on with confidence
and support with
generosity

Love God, with a “life
partner”, my family.
Love the church, love
people

Decide if and when to commit to a
healthy mutually supportive
married relationship
Maintain accountability to 2/3 key
people

Have a healthy balanced diet and
help children experiment more
with 5 a day
Arrange mini-breaks/rests
Pilates and swim weekly
at gym 2x week
(Protect health from chronic illness
and pain)
Maintain BMI at 21, improve body
fat/muscle %
Maintain TCL/HDL ratio 2.5:1
Contain /delegate
mundane tasks

Manage business finances
Week-planning convert to Outlook
and/or Evernote for better admin
management
Digital, synchronous diary/ POP

Weekly 1:1 with each

Weekly weight
Review with Dr. 6m

Annual holiday
decision by end of year

Do own tax return
2012/13 end Dec. Put
a habit of filing
accounts in calendar.
Appoint book-keeper
2014
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∞

Consistently enjoying the present
Healed of depression
Maximum 10/u a week
Debt free, business profitable and
providing a 100% increase on
comparable salaried activities in
2013
Keep inspired, reading,
learning and note-taking

Seek novelty: new places, people
and concepts to enrich experience
and gain inspiration

Periodic mentoring

Tithe 10%
Save 20% for tax
demand

Finish one book a
month
Skim one book a week

Find out next cohort
Enrol to Build Your author empire
2014
Enrol to Shawshank Bootcamp
Attend a Live event

Restore, refresh home
environment

Spiritual /mental
disciplines and
affirmations

Appoint tradesman for hall/stairs
and kitchen ceiling

Preparatory work
Improve selling
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Five Strategies for
Mastery in The Art of Living

PATTERN

×××

Description

Productive Action
(Implementation)

Outcome or Activity
(Scorecard for Significance)

SYNERGISTIC CHOICES
and OPPORTUNITIES

Exponential influence
Playing to my strengths
and engaging others in
my areas of weakness
Finding and aligning
with trusted partners

Broader scope of
influence
Optimising capacity to
effectively source, sell
and deliver services,
monetise activity and
create passive income

Be clear about my
strengths through
Strengthsfinder tool

Experience timely
meetings and
connections
Identify common ground
and potential
complementarity
Delegate/contract
assistance in
weak/taxing aspects

Passive income streams

Create and carry a
summary/commit to memory
Introduce others to it

Collaboration of resources and
opportunities
Obtain word of mouth referrals.
Engage a media artist for website
video
Engage a book-keeper
Engage a cleaner

POP
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Five Strategies for
Mastery in The Art of Living

DESIGN

Description

Outcome or Activity
(Scorecard for Significance)

POP

Developing my VOICE
Drawing inspiration from
the Holy Spirit/Word,
personal experience
and prophetic insight

™

Productive Action
(Implementation)

Defining and
crystallising my
MESSAGE
With creative
interpretation/application

Serving my NICHE
(Tribe, cause and
space)
Writing original content

Maintain wide reading
and collect learnings.
Study, meditation and
journalling

Writing original content,
garnering and
categorising
*autobiographical/stories
topical
*discipleship material
*philosophical/
metaphorical
Draw and design
models, refine and
develop systems

Assess need and assign
material to inventive and
relevant applications

Develop skill in video
presentation

A study review/ notes of every
book I read
Review journals
20% of week writing and thinking
Original Books will be
- The Flow of Fruition
- As If
- She Dares
- My business e-book
(manifesto, Disentangled
Genius)
- Women as intended
- Song Of Songs
- Remember the 166 (Ghost)
- discipleship resources

Liaise with LT
Liaise with LT
Liaise with MC

Original resources
- Teaching/learning
materials (bespoke)
- Web content
- Digital content
- Blog weekly

-Talk to MB at Legacy
church re. using my
resources for discipling

Speaking opportunities embraced

Invitation to speak to
church Leadership
academy, spring 2014

Youtube account addition monthly
Write storyboard outlines Capture
and test video
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Integrity of life

Effectively integrate
secondary sources of
content as certified to do

™

Satisfied clients and
participants

Review and streamline/separate
social media profiles

-

JMT
YSN
DP
SPICE

Deep, inner confidence,
assurance, self - belief and
enjoyment
Positive learner feedback and
transformation
Recommendations and
endorsements

Linkedin
Google Plus
ML facebook and
Twitter
DG facebook and
Twitter
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Five Strategies for

Description

Mastery in The Art of Living

DECLARATION
“declare/publish”

©

Sharing the experience
Inspirational
atmosphere
Creating a Space or
medium for delivery
enabling transformative
learning experiences,
providing an excellent
learning environment,
live, real time and
virtual interactive
experiences and
personal/team growth
opportunities

Productive Action
(Implementation)
Produce video content
for digital application
- Presentations
Videoblog/Youtube
Delivery of events
COACHING
WORKSHOP
FACILITATION
RETREAT LEADING
TEAM DAYS
FACILITATION
BOOK LAUNCHES

Maintain a process
PUBLICATION
CONTRACTS
Social media comment

Outcome or Activity
(Scorecard for Significance)
Manifesto written
Amazon publication
Use Eventbrite platform for event
enrolment
Reliable telephony
Affordable venues
Credible referrals
Evaluation tools and software
Trusted co-presenters
Choice of a publication
route/agent
Author coaching process
undertaken
Source technical design partner
or comment

POP

Jan 2014
Feb 2014
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Five Strategies for
Mastery in The Art of Living

REPRESENTATION

†

Description

Creating and expanding a
platform. Celebrating my
Identity, presented in
harmony with my own core
values, personality, style
and world view

Defining My Tribe
Defining My Cause

Productive Action
(Implementation)
Clear USP
Identify where to find
MyTribe/my ideal client

Market research
Carefully consider
implications of contract
out baseline social media
activity and integration

Review and “prune”
networking activity

Outcome or Activity
(Scorecard for Significance)

Separated personal and
business messaging
Unified consistent “brand”
Use Survey Monkey
evaluations

Liaise with a social media agent
presence/community

POP

Utilise work with LW
and Beautiful Minds on
brand.

Develop consistency
and frequency of
message and
advertising
Eventbrite
(BeMoreSocial)
Hootesuite

Utilise guestblog, radio
interview opportunities, service
brokers

Huddlewoo

Build a relevant database
Build a vibrant website
Spend time with the right
prospects and equip others to
recognise them easily

iContact
Obtain 2 quotes for a
website JR/ JB
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CORE Six Pack
These keep me strong and prevent misalignment in my purpose
1. Worldview – What I believe
I believe I am created, loved and purposed for an unravelling destiny written by God
I believe that despite a perfect design for my life being imperfectly executed, broken or hopelessly tangled as a result of my sin and others’, He
is able to forgive, redirect my steps when I seek help and encouragement from Him and restore me through faith and by grace to an even
greater outcome.
I believe He is able to do this for anyone who comes to Him humbly in repentance and need.
I believe He is then able to equip us with the power of the Holy Spirit for an overcoming spiritual life on earth that continues after death for
eternity
I believe this Kingdom life is the most important discovery and journey anyone can and must make in order to experience life in all its fullness
and escape a just punishment.
I believe that life without Him is a shallow and substitute-filled existence. Nothing comes near to the imperative to find Christ and once found in
Him, a battle to sabotage our potential is engaged against us by the enemy of our soul.
I believe worship is a powerful tool to refresh hope, vigour and courage and power
I believe He is with me and will never leave me.

2. Identity – Who I am
I am a daughter of the King, a woman of God, a spiritual being currently in a mortal body
I am weak in my own strength, I am strong in Him
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I am generous and kind, compassionate and empathetic
I am imaginative and analytical
I am trustworthy, reliable and industrious
I am Sought-After, Dares (being desired and pursued by Him, I am full of confidence)

3. Principles – What I value
I value honesty and integrity
I value the giving and receiving of praise and honour, trust and belief
I value autonomy and interdependence
I value the pursuit of knowledge, adding wisdom and understanding
I value the simple trust of children
I value the uniqueness of people and their stories and their respective pain and passions
I value the diverse expression of cultures and lifestyles internationally
I value pioneers and their bold and persevering spirit
I value practical help and words of affirmation
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4. Passion – What I love
I love novelty and adventure, alternatives and variety
I love to belong to an effective purposeful team
I love to have the opportunity to influence and shape people and processes
I love ideas and the power of imagination
I love interpreting complexity, abstract and artistic expression
I love colour, texture and light, contrast and form
I love space and quiet to contemplate

5. Purpose – Why I live and work
I live to discern, untangle and fulfil a divine purpose for my life and to help do the same for others
I live to glorify God in the unique way He chose me to
I live to be a trophy of His grace and power
I live to discover and communicate new facts, ideas, contradictions, exceptions, patterns, principles or relationships between things
I live to refine, interpret, write about and explain these impressions
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6. Process – How I will do it
By keeping Him first and foremost
By staying curious
By staying healthy
By checking my motives and instincts
By staying accountable
By having and being a deeply supportive friend
By finding and trusting a spouse in God’s design for me
By referring to POP daily and refining monthly, my Playbook of Purposeful Action (POP) as a habit for life.
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P my purpose
(defining statement)

Disentangling Genius from frustration to creative and expressive liberty
pattern

design

flow of fruition
seasonal, cyclical
momentum

synergistic
opportunities,
choices and
influence,

defining my
message,
developing my voice
serving my niche

productive
action
for each

active love, personal
growth,
leadership

leverage gifts, strengths
holy spirit guidance
creating income

Scorecard
for
Significance

spiritual, intellectual
disciplines
healthy relationships

collaborative
work/projects,
delegate/commission

assessing need,
learning,
writing
innovating
study, file and reflect
write books,
create
resources/content

U
five
unifying
strategies

This week’s focus
Trivia

Date
Mon
Tue
Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun

rhythm

declaration

representation

delivering and

projecting a unified and
harmonious
identity/brand from an
expanding platform

publishing
transformative
experiences and
atmosphere
offering access to events,
content and ensure
dissemination

USP- know my tribe,
cause and space
research the market

utilise all communication
channels,
write manifesto

Separate personal and
business social media
messages. Create
website and database
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CORE
6 PACK

worldview

identity

principles

purpose

process

He Is!

Sought-After, Dares
is strong

ideas people,

interpretation and insight

team, accountability

Tribe: who matters most to me!
slighted<………………………>abused
(devalued, disenfranchised, oppressed,
sabotaged)
Review this page and this CORE

wisdom, culture,

Cause: Product, service, message, idea
Clarity, liberty from confusion or deception

Space: My intentional cultural experience
Transparency, privilege, honour, unconditional
acceptance and empathy. Safety, contrast, relief, colour,
depth, inspiration

